He never quit

Shagoury still UAPV

By Gerald Radke

A miscommunication resulted in the appointment of a replacement
for UAPV Steve Shagoury '76 when Shagoury had not
actually resigned.

UAP Allen '77 an-
nounced the resignation of Shagoury and initiated a search for
a new UAP after a phone conversation with Shagoury in
which Allen says he led to believe that Shagoury was re-
signing.

Shagoury, however, was away from the Institute and did not know about his "resignation" until he happened to read about it in a copy of The Tech at his parents' house.

Because of the mixup, there will now be two UAPVs: Shagoury and Kevin Miller '77, who was appointed by Allen to "replace" Shagoury.

The Tech was unable to reach Shagoury or Miller for comment.

Allen said that a "big argument about whether Steve did or
did not resign would not be too onerous. We don't have
time fighting about it, we have other work to do together," and agreed to have a meeting in the near future.

In a letter to members of the DSA office and others, Allen said that Shagoury's "duties and responsibilities will continue. We will have to work out the details."

Allen explained that "in the couple of days we've been talking about the UAPVs, we have just decided that Steve should be" appointed to "be responsible" for the "technical atmosphere of the UAPV" and for "the race for the fund drive."

When questioned about the constitutionality of appointing two UAPVs, Allen said that the "conglomerate" who elected one remained in office, Allen stated that the UAPV constitution did not explicitly forbid or allow it. He said he could try to change the General Assembly to approve the nomination but "that might take all term."